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jin ik seung was a naive and foolish boy who never grew up and was terribly lacking in intelligence. he was liked by everybody (except chang-wook, who was extremely hostile towards him). he was easily
persuaded by others and had a naive romanticism. he was easily manipulated by others (except dong mae) and was very gullible. he lived in the moment and enjoyed himself. and in spite of all this, he was so
loveable. the loveable, self-centered immature idiot dies at the hands of the cruel, capable, ruthless, cunning power grabber. and here he is, a legacy-laying, tragic king who controlled a nation. dong mae, the
outcast, is a woman no longer. dong mae, the misunderstood outcast, a woman now without a name and future is raised to new heights. i wonder, what will dong mae learn about herself, the world and herself
during her transition? this is when you start to get excited about the last half of the season. we also got to see dong mae and yun jihun reunited. i was soo ready for this to happen. and i was so soo happy when
they saw each other again. ugh! they were sooo cute. gotta love jin ik seung for loving something he didnt deserve in yun jihun. and she for loving the idiot of a man who was too bad of a man to love her back.
dong mae then took that love, and she made him into something better. i love how loving and protective dong mae was with yun jihun. though i have understood the subplot of dong mae and hotaru, it was still
brilliant. i guess it was to show us how the war changed the two of them too. i wonder if jihun will accept the fact that he loves a woman who is his enemy. that was why i love the way yuna jihun had mentioned
her eyes (that she wished he would see her eyes and fall for her) in the last episode, when she was on her deathbed and she couldn't. i mean, she wouldnt even have the guts to say this at a time like that. but

when yuna jihun knew that jihun was totally into her, she totally gave herself to him. this was her answer to jihun..
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well, the title is not for the
drama itself, its for the
lead actresses. i'm glad
that on the show, lead

actresses are the ones who
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make the decisions. they
are the ones who say

things happen. they are
the ones who go the

distance. they have the
lines. sometimes all the

other side characters are
so unbelievable that you
cant help but laugh. take

eugene for instance.
eugene says in the ep he
wants a woman for real

this time, not just another
girl to act a woman with.

he asks for dong mae to be
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with him. dong mae tells
eugene, you know, i never

thought i would meet
somebody like you. i

thought you would be a
regular boring man. then

he says, just be a woman. i
don't know what to say.
what kind of woman did
eugene think dong mae

was? dong mae certainly is
not that kind of woman.

but then eugene and dong
mae are talking like they

know each other for years,
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like they are old buddies
from the war. but eugene

has never actually met
dong mae. then, at the end
of this ep eugene gets up

and says, oh yeon jis
name, yeon jis name. what

did he do that for? dong
mae never asked eugene
for yeon jis name. eugene

gives the woman her
name, yeon jis name. my
final observation of the

drama is that it shows all
these characters in an
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uncomfortable position,
but it also shows them has
unique insight on the harsh
realities of the world, and

in each instance they
decide on the best course
of action that will save the

day without totally
destroying the world (i.e.
dongmae's arrest, taeju's
removing his men, hina's
ring of resistance, gomu's
arrival, don-suh's arrival).
but the pilot episode was
also so sad, it was like a
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kick to the heart. the
people thinking of a better

life for their country,
dreaming of a bright

future, and watching the
only bright spot in their life
get taken away from them.

then i realized that the
story was just as sad if you
look at it from the japanese

side. 5ec8ef588b
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